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The presence of electricity running through the walls and lights can often contaminate and distort 

measurements taken from the top of the head during electroencephalographic (EEG) experiments.  

Using harmonic analysis tools, the aim of this project is to isolate feature response and clean EEG data.  

 We will start with an EEG signal from a single electrode taken from the center frontal region of a 

subjects scalp (below).

This signal was gathered during an experiment performed by Roth et al 2013. Roth et al. wanted to 

know how a 40 Hz response would be modulated by directed attention.  Thus using the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) we see (along with 60 Hz electrical noise) a large 40 Hz response.
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We have used the FFT to identify frequency defined features in a signal.  Our goal now is to remove the 

60 Hz noise.  Using the bi-orthogonal spline wavelet (see attached code) we will decompose this signal 

into an approximation and details. 

 

Using a single sided FFT we can examine each detail and approximation.  We can discard D1 since it is 

comprised of high frequency noise.  Discarding a detail or an approximation is often referred to as 

“crude” denoising.   After examining the other details and approximations we concluded that the 60 Hz 

noise is located in D2 (shown below).  
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From here we can perform our denoising, removing the frequency values past 55 Hz by setting them 

equal to zero. 
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Then using the inverse fast Fourier transform (iFFT) we can return back from the frequency space to the 

time space.  We have graphed the cleaned ‘D2’ in red, onto the original in blue (shown below). 

 

Finally we can reconstruct our signal using A3, D3, and our cleaned D2 (recall we discarded D1 because it 

only contained high frequency noise).  Below we have graphed the new signal on top of the original.  
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Included Code: 

%% Wavelet decomposition for 40hz signal 
clear all;clc;close all; 
% load the signal: 8 X samples 256 Hz 
load mydemo11.mat 
level = 3; 
data = demodata; 
for J = 1:length(unique(cOND)); 
    cond1{J} = find(cOND==J); % 1 = attend, 2 = hard, 3 = easy 
end 
M = 5*60*ds; 
for J = 1:length(cOND); 
    data1{J} = data(1,(J-1)*M+1:J*M); 
end 

     
for J = 1:length(unique(cOND)); 
    ave_data{J} = (data1{cond1{J}(1)} + ... 
        data1{cond1{J}(2)} + ... 
        data1{cond1{J}(3)})/3; 
end 
for J = 1:length(unique(cOND)); 
    rothfft(ds,ave_data{J}); 
end 
%% Use in matlab spline wavelet to decomopose signal 
for J = 3 
signal = ave_data{J}; 
[RF,DF] = biorwavf('bior3.9'); 
[Lo_D,Hi_D,Lo_R,Hi_R] = biorfilt(DF,RF); 

  
% Decomposition 
[C,L] = wavedec(signal,level,Lo_D,Hi_D); 
%%  The splines give perfect reconstruction 
signal_recon = waverec(C,L,Lo_R,Hi_R); 
figure;plot(signal,'k');hold on;plot(signal_recon,'--r'); 
legend('Original signal','Reconstructed signal');axis off; 
title('Orivinal vs Reconstructed signal'); 

  
%% find the approximations and details 
for I = 1:level; 
    A{I} = wrcoef('a',C,L,Lo_R,Hi_R,I); % approximations 
    D{I} = wrcoef('d',C,L,Lo_R,Hi_R,I); % details 
end 

  
%% 
[Y1D2, YD2, fD2] = rothfft(ds,D{2}); 
YD2(2*ds*55:end) = 0; 
l = length(D{2}); 
iNFFT = 2^nextpow2(l); 
newD2 = real(ifft(YD2,iNFFT)*l); 
figure;plot(D{2});hold on;plot(newD2(1:l),'r') 
rothfft(ds,newD2(1:l)); 

  
end 
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function [Y1,Y,f]= rothfft(Sampling_rate,Signal) 
Fs = Sampling_rate; % Sampling frequency 
T = 1/Fs;           % Sample time 
L = length(Signal); % Length of Signal 
t = (0:L-1)*T; 
figure;plot(Fs*t,Signal);title('Signal');xlabel('time (milliseconds'); 
axis tight; 
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of signal 
Y = fft(Signal,NFFT)/L; 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 
Y1 = 2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1)); 

  
% Plot single-sided amplitude spectrum 
figure;plot(f,Y1); 
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)'); 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');ylabel('|Y(f)|');axis tight; 

 

 


